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Disclaimer

Financial information contained in this presentation is current as of Dec 31, 2021, as filed in the company’s 20-F Annual Report, available at 
https://ir.geniusgroup.net/

Forward Looking Statements

This presentation contains forward-looking statements. These statements include descriptions regarding the intent, belief or current expectations of the 
Company or its officers and may be recognized by the use of words such as “anticipate,” “expects,” “plans,” “will,” “estimates,” “projects,” “intends,” 
“believe,” “will” or words of similar meaning. Such forward-looking statements are based on assumptions that are inherently subject to significant risks and 
uncertainties, including those described in the “Risk Factors” section of the prospectus, many of which are beyond the Company’s control. Actual results 
may materially differ from those in the forward-looking statements contained herein. Nothing is this presentation should be regarded as a representation by 
any person that the forward-looking statements set forth herein or any of the contemplated results of such forward-looking statements will be achieved. You 
should not place undue reliance on such forward-looking statements, which speak only as of the date they are made. The Company and affiliates assume no 
obligation to and do not undertake to update such forward-looking statements to reflect future events or circumstances. 

Non-IFRS Financial Measures

The Company’s financial statements are prepared according to IFRS. This presentation includes certain non-IFRS financial measures, which are different 
from financial measures calculated in accordance with IFRS. Such non-IFRS financial measures should be considered in addition to and not as a substitute 
for or superior to financial measures calculated in accordance with IFRS. In addition, the definition of adjusted EBITDA in this presentation may be different 
from the definition of such term used by other companies, and therefore comparability may be limited. This presentation also contains certain financial 
projections of the Company, which are based upon a number of assumptions, estimates and forecasts that, while considered reasonable by the Company, 
are inherently subject to significant business, economic and competitive uncertainties and contingencies, many of which are beyond the Company’s control, 
and upon assumptions with respect to future business decisions which are subject to change. These projections may vary materially from actual results. The 
Company and its respective affiliates make no representation that these projected results will be achieved. The recipient should not place undue reliance on 
this information.

https://ir.geniusgroup.net/
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High Tech
2,700,000 Students  

Genius Group

Highlights
We are a world leading, fast 
growing Edtech group with a 
mission to revolutionize our 
global education system.

We are disrupting the current 
education model with a 
student-centered, life long 
learning curriculum that 
prepares students with the 
leadership, entrepreneurial 
and life skills to succeed in 
today’s market.

$28.6 
M

2021 revenue

$12.7 
M

2021 gross profit

$252,000
2021 

EBITDA*

83%
2021 YoY 

EdTech growth

High Touch
10,200 Partners  

2.7 million students on our GeniusU Edtech 
platform learning our life long learning 
Genius Curriculum with their personal AI 
Genie: With over 5,000+ courses, 6,000+ 
virtual events, and over 1,200 new students 
a day joining our community. 

10,200 faculty members and community 
partners building their schools and learning 
communities on our Edtech platform and in 
person: Reaching 20,000 cities in 200 
countries, with over 100 new faculty and 
community leaders a day joining our global 
community.

* EBITDA is a non-IFRS measure.
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Our Mission
Our mission is to develop an entrepreneur education system 

that prepares students for the 21st century.

We believe that the current global education system is in need of a more 
relevant, upgraded, student-centered curriculum that is both high-tech and 

high-touch.

We believe that such a curriculum can be a force for good.

As Nelson Mandela said,

“Education is the most powerful weapon which
you can use to change the world.”

Today, we believe that it is the entrepreneurs of the world who have
the greatest power to trigger change. We see Genius Group as

the global community where the entrepreneur movement meets.
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A $10 Trillion Market Ready for Disruption
This is a life long learning opportunity, from early learning through primary, 
secondary and tertiary education, to adult learning and corporate training.
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The Problem

Students, employees and individuals of all ages need a more 
personalized, engaging education system to equip them for life.

The current education system is delivering a standardized, 
out-of-date curriculum that most students agree is failing them.

With the current jobs crisis, education crisis and pandemic,
this problem has become more pronounced than ever.
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The Problem
This problem has been highlighted in the 2020 World Economic Forum 

white paper, on the need for a 21st century education system 

https://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_Schools_of_the_Future_Report_2019
.pdf

https://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_Schools_of_the_Future_Report_2019.pdf


Our Solution
We deliver a personalized life long education system with 

an AI-driven Edtech platform and a 21st century curriculum

Edtech Platform
Genie AI Assistant creating 

a personalized pathway

Accredited Courses
From certified courses

to US university degrees

100 Year Curriculum
Equipping students with 

highly relevant skills 

Global Community
Connecting students with 
companies and mentors

Global Faculty
Including teachers, CEOs 
and bestselling authors

Daily Calendar
Daily live and virtual 

events to learn and earn



Our 10 Genius Principles
Our Genius Curriculum is based on 10 principles, which we believe create distinct points of 

difference compared to the traditional education system and other Edtech companies.

Personalized
vs standardized

Challenge based courses
vs exam based courses

Impact focused
vs information focused

Positive credit system
vs destructive debt

Global classroom
vs local classes

Leading learners
vs teaching teachers

Decentralized
vs centralized

Inclusive entry
vs exclusive entry

Life Long Learning
vs age based learning

Life & leadership skills
vs only academic skills



Our Stakeholders



Our Three Phase Strategy
We are following three five-year phases in our growth to establish ourselves

as a leading global curriculum to rival existing accredited curriculums.

Phase One
2015 to 2020

EDUCATE 
ENTREPRENEURS

For the first five years we 
have been focusing on 
entrepreneurs who are 
willing to self-fund their 
education. 

This has enabled us to 
grow globally to over 1.4 
million members and to 
self-fund our growth with 
our students becoming our 
investors.

Phase Two
2020 to 2025

EXPAND TO
SCHOOLS

We have begun our second 
phase with the acquisition 
of a series of education 
based companies serving 
early learning, primary, 
secondary schools and 
university. 

This gives us a full life long
learning curriculum that we 
are licensing to partners.

Phase Three
2025 to 2030

ALTERNATIVE
CURRICULUM

After growing our 
reputation with educators, 
schools and universities, 
we aim to have our 
curriculum accredited in 
the US, UK, Asia and 
Australia as an alternative 
to the existing curriculums. 
We believe this will be the 
first fully accredited  life 
long learning curriculum.
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Multi-faceted Platform
Genius Group is an Edtech platform with its own curriculum that grows through partnerships 

with other education professionals

Create and teach 
students its own 

curriculum
Train and qualify 

teachers

Provide tools for 
other edtech 

entrepreneurs



Targeted Customers

• Anyone can choose to join Genius Group to be student to learn on how to become an 
entrepreneur

• Through personalized lifelong learning, students can continue learning new content 
throughout the years depending on their chosen goals

Certified 
students can 
become partners

Anyone can join the Genius Group platform at any stage of their 
entrepreneurship career and build their own schools

Students and 
partners can both start 
their business on Genius Group

• Qualified by Genius Group, a partner can teach Genius Group’s own 
curriculum to students globally virtually or in personAnyone globally 

can become a 
student, a 

partner and/or 
an edtech 

entrepreneur

Student

Partner

Edtech 
Entrepreneur

• Anyone can partner with Genius Group to start or bring 
their entire specialized Edtech business with their own 
content onto our platform 

• Genius Group provides all the required sales and 
marketing funnels, potential client base, analytical tools, 
and best practices for an entrepreneur to grow its 
business



Global Hybrid Education

Students and 
partners from 
20,000 cities in 
200 countries
connect to our 

platform

Our entrepreneur education system is being delivered virtually and in-person, in multiple 
languages, locally and globally through micro schools, camps, schools, colleges, universities 

and corporate training

Over 5,000+ courses, 
6,000+ virtual events 

and physical events in 
over 100 cities 

All taught in 8 
languages to 

accommodate our 
global student base

Virtual

In person

In person learning is 
delivered across 5 

continents through the 
physical locations of 

Genius Group’s 
subsidiaries



Lifelong Learning Curriculum

Nursery to Pre-K
0-4

K-12
5-17

University
18-25

Adult Learning
26-80

School

University

MOOC

Genius group’s lifelong entrepreneur curriculum is unique as it provides a 
personalized learning path in a niche market that targets students of all age groups. 
Our intention is to be able to deliver a more effective, engaging, relevant, flexible and 

accredited education system at a third of the current price of education. 

Target marketNote: The above schooling system is illustrative as schooling systems are specific and different in each country



Unique Business Model

Traditional 
Education Providers

MOOCs
Entrepreneur camps / 
Accelerators courses

Create own 
content ✔ ✔ 🗶 ✔

Teach other’s content ✔ 🗶 ✔ 🗶
Content available to all ✔ 🗶 ✔ 🗶
Hybrid education model ✔ ✔ 🗶 ✔

Entrepreneur niche 
market ✔ 🗶 🗶 ✔

Global presence ✔ 🗶 ✔ ✔
Freemium model ✔ 🗶 ✔ 🗶

Alternative education 
system ✔ 🗶 🗶 🗶

1

Note: 1) Some Business Schools provide specialized entrepreneurship courses but this is not the majority; 2) MOOCs do provide 
courses on entrepreneurship but this is not their specific target market

2

Genius Group is the only company to provide a global and hybrid lifelong 
curriculum to the entrepreneur target market



Our Growth Model
We plan to maintain our current growth rate with a four-step model of 

acquisition, integration, digitization and distribution.

Event
Partners

Country
Partners

City
Leaders

Global
Sponsors

Mentors
& Faculty

Genius
Partners

Product
Partners

Distribute curriculum globally 
with our platform
and community

Grow our faculty and partner network for rapid growth of our 
high tech, high touch education experience.

Integrate into
GroupAcquire companies 

with core curriculum
and govt accreditation

Partner with companies 
and institutions with 

complimentary courses

Partner with
Group

Digitize courses 
on our platform

Build big data and AI 
capabilities to be a leader in 

personalized curriculum



Our Acquisition Business Model
Our acquisition model enables us to acquire government accredited curriculum 

that we can then distribute globally on our Edtech platform

CURRICULUM

Targeting education and 
vocational training companies 
that will contribute to our 
entrepreneur education 
curriculum and faculty:

1. $2M-$10M in revenue
2. US, UK, Asia or Australia
3. Government accredited
4. Ability to acquire for shares 

or vendor financing
5. Loyal client base
6. Certified trainers
7. Capable leadership

Targeting schools and 
vocational training colleges 
that will contribute to our 
family of campuses around the 
world:

1. $5M-$15M in revenue
2. US, UK, Asia or Australia
3. Government accredited
4. Ability to acquire for shares 

or part cash, part shares.
5. Loyal student base
6. Experience faculty
7. Capable leadership

CAMPUSES
Targeting EdTech companies 
that have strong technology and 
growth, which can complement 
our GeniusU platform and user 
base:

1. $10M-$25M in market value
2. Good growth record
3. Ability to acquire for shares 

or part cash, part shares.
4. Active and growing user 

base
5. Strategic partnerships
6. Strong tech team
7. Capable leadership

EDTECH



Our Next Five Years
We have an aspiration of reaching 10 million students in the next 5 years and 100 

million students in the next 10 years, with the following target milestones. While this 
aspiration and these milestones are not a prediction and subject to change, they 

serve as a broad indicator of our areas of future focus.

2022

Launch of US 
accredited degrees 

2023 2024 2025 2026

Acquisition in US 
high school system

Launch of Edtech, 
Medtech courses

Launch of Genius 
Metaversity

Launch of US high 
school diplomas

Acquisition of US 
primary school

Launch of 
Greentech, 
Spacetech courses

Launch of next gen 
AI virtual assistant

Establish full 0-21 yr 
accreditation path

Establish city lab 
for future 
education

Launch of voice 
based AR assistant

Acquisitions to grow 
global reach

Extend to company 
sponsored courses

Replicate regional 
model globally

Launch of instant 
translation system

Acquisitions to grow 
edtech leadership

Launch of global 
AR/AI Metaversity

Partnerships with 
schools and 
colleges
Strategic 
acquisitions for 
Phase 3 plan

Establish smart city 
model in the US
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Our Student Pathway
Every day over 1,200 new students join our community. 

Each takes a personalized journey on an education pathway that gives 
them relevant skills that they can implement immediately.

Join for free
Students join 
our GeniusU 
platform via 

local mentors or 
online courses

Personalize
Students take 

assessments to 
personalize 

their journey & 
profile

Daily steps
Students take 

daily actions to 
Connect, Learn, 

Earn, Act, 
Review

Courses
Students pay for 
courses, camps, 
mentoring and 
memberships

Diplomas
Students 

upgrade to 
annual certified 

diplomas, 
earning GEMs as 

they go

$0.76

Every $1,000 in marketing cost results in 1,326 new students, 
$1,860 within 12 months and $20,501 within 24 months: 20.5x ROAS

Marketing
Cost per 
Student

Each $1,000
In marketing 

spend…

New visitors

7,703

Enrolments

3,317

Students

1,326

Upgrade 
students

13 $15.46
24 Month 

Revenue per 
Student

…results in 
$20,501 in new 

revenue.

Daily Actions

2,653



Our Partner Pathway
Every month over 150 new partners join our community. 

Each earns as community partners building local learning communities
or faculty partners creating online microschools.

Join for free
Partners join 
our GeniusU 

platform in the 
same way as 
our students

Upgrade
Partners 

upgrade to one 
of our partner 
pathways and 
memberships

Certification 
Partners pay for 
certifications to 
qualify as our 

genius partners

Enrolment
Partners host 
courses and 

events, enrolling 
additional 
students

$26

Every $1,000 in marketing cost results in 38 new partners, 
and $46,702 in Partner Revenue within 24 months: 46.7x ROAS

Marketing
Cost per 
Partner

New visitors

1,540

Partners

38

Faculty

4

New students

1,520 $1,229
24 Month 

Revenue per 
Partner

Each $1,000
In marketing 

spend…

…results in 
$23,679 in new 

partner 
revenue.
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Genius Group

Revenue
Our group revenue has grown 
from the pre-IPO group of four 
companies in 2020 to the 
current post-IPO group of 
eight companies following our 
IPO on NYSE American on 12 
Apr 2022.

$28.6 
M

2021 Post-IPO Group 
Proforma Revenue

$7.6 M
2020 Pre-IPO Group 

Revenue

High Touch
$12.8 

M
2021 Pre-IPO Group 

Revenue

Adjusted EBITDA is a non-IFRS measure.



Revenue Segments
Our revenue segments include Digital Edtech Revenue, Education Revenue

and Campus Revenue. All experienced strong Y.O.Y. growth in 2021.

Edtech
Revenue

83% 
Y.O.Y Growth

Education
Revenue

72% 
Y.O.Y Growth

Campus
Revenue

54% 
Y.O.Y Growth
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Genius Group

Assets
Our group Total Assets have 
grown from the pre-IPO group 
of four companies in 2020 to 
the current post-IPO group of 
eight companies following our 
IPO on NYSE American on 12 
Apr 2022.

$30.7 
M

2021 Post-IPO Group 
Total Assets

$4.9 M
2020 Pre-IPO Group 

Total Assets

High Touch
$6.5 M
2021 Pre-IPO Group 

Total Assets



Guidance
We expect our student numbers and revenue to 

continue on our growth path in 2022.

REVENUE

$43m - $45m

WEIGHTED AVERAGE 
SHARE COUNT

STUDENTS

3.8m - 4.0m

ADJUSTED 
EBITDA*

*We define Adjusted EBITDA as our net loss plus income taxes and social contribution plus/minus net finance result plus depreciation and amortization plus/minus share-based compensation expenses 
plus bad debt provision. Please see the Appendix for reconciliations of non-IFRS financial measures to the most directly comparable IFRS financial measures historical periods. Reconciliations are not 

available on a forward-looking basis without unreasonable effort due to the uncertainty regarding, and the potential variability of, expenses that may be incurred in the future. 

$1.0m - $1.2m 30 million



Growth Drivers
We are focused on the following drivers and areas of development

for the continued growth of the group.

Personalised
AI GENIE

Giving a personal 
life long learning 

journey to students 
at every stage of 
their life journey

Interactive
AR LAYER
Enhancing our 

real-world 
experience in what 
we learn, where we 
learn and who we 

meet

Immersive
LEARNING

Through blended 
combination of 

high tech and high 
touch, live and 

engaging 
experiences

Predictive
METAVERSE

A leader in 
metalearning in 

the metaverse as 
it replaces apps 
and the internet

Integrated
EARNING

With gamified 
Genius Education 

Merits (GEM) 
Student Credits, 
not Student Debt



Appendix
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High Touch

IFRS to Non-IFRS Reconciliation
Adjusted EBITDA

*We define Adjusted EBITDA as our net loss plus income taxes and social contribution plus/minus net finance result plus depreciation and amortization plus/minus share-based compensation expenses 
plus bad debt provision. Please see the Appendix for reconciliations of non-IFRS financial measures to the most directly comparable IFRS financial measures historical periods. Reconciliations are not 

available on a forward-looking basis without unreasonable effort due to the uncertainty regarding, and the potential variability of, expenses that may be incurred in the future. 



Thank you
“Everybody is a genius. But if 

you judge a fish by its ability to 
climb a tree, it will live its whole 
life believing that it is stupid.” 

Genius Group


